
 

Vision Run:  Inspired Performance 
Hear the story of a record breaking run across America by a 
legendary blind ultra-athlete that is sure to inspire and provide 
motivation that forces a review of our life purpose, personal and 
professional performance. This story is bookended by using a 
skilled performance coach/facilitator to help prepare the audience 
to hear the story and to close with a variety of strong coach-like 
challenges to all listeners. 

Objectives: 

*  Become challenged/inspired to follow your ‘calling’ purpose 

*  Be inspired to apply the success cycle: Adapt, Adjust & Apply 

* Develop a profound appreciation for what/who you have in your life

Recommended For: 

* All leaders, teams and organizations 

* Those needing inspiration, motivation and encouragement to persevere

Session Types:  

*  60, 75 and 90 minute interactive multi-media keynote  

* Three hour interactive multi-media workshop/retreat with participant involvement 
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Scope: 

Using vivid imagery and story telling that weaves the life, leadership and 
organizational concepts into the content, this talk leaves listeners with 
inspiration, motivation, and hope for a more effective future/life.  

A facilitator drives home the most salient points that participants can relate to. 
We refer participants to web-links, book titles, films, and articles that provide 
additional resources that further explore the subject matter. For some 
workshops we also provide profound quotes that are germane to the workshop. 
Participants love how we integrate memorable quotes with images that 
improve retention. 

Methods: Our data driven, interactive, 
experiential workshops focus on behavior 
change. Using a combination of image driven 
lecture, participant interaction, videos, and 
discussion, we challenge everyone in attendance 
at the beginning of each workshop to commit to 
trying one or two of the suggestions/techniques. 

We enjoy laughter and use humor strategically mixed with truths that make 
participants stop, think and apply. These moments help participants ultimately 
stop, start, change and make adjustments for personal/professional application.

Jason Romero is a father of three, an author, speaker, 
attorney, former executive, Ironman, Paralympic 
Marathon Ultra-Athlete who happens to be blind.  

Jason shares his compelling story of growing up blind and 
still having a vision for achieving his hopes and dreams. 
Following a ‘calling’ to show that disabled people can 
accomplish anything, he ran across America in record 
time and shares what he learned along the way.�
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Vision Run:  Inspired Performance

Darrell Hammond has been training and coaching for 
leaders, teams and organizations for over 30 years. A 
proven organizational effectiveness and leadership coach, 
Darrell brings an authentic, relevant approach to 
professional growth. When you have a combination of a 
coach, trainer and speaker in front of your audience, 
minds, relationships and performance change. 
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